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1.Adjust part

2. Helmet shell

3. Front protection plate

4. Sweat  band

5.Auto darkening lens assembly 10. Outside square washer

6. Rear protection plate 01

7. Rear protection plate 02

15. Lock for snap joint of protection plate

8. Left adjustable angle regulator

12. Angle adjusting shaft

13. Head  gear set   

14. snap joint for protection plate9.Inside square washer

17.Tope cover

16.Under cover

18. Gear

19. Spring

20. Adjust knob

21.Locker washer
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11.Headband adjusting nut
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6. Place the adjustment panel cover back, and tighten all the 
    five screws. 
    Rotate the 3 axes of round knobs counter-clockwise to the 
    maximum position, place each knob cover back on related 
    axis with arrow pointed at the maximum direction.          
    Move the switch knob to one side, place back the switch 
    cover accurately. Please be very careful. Otherwise it’s easily 
    to break the switch knob inside. (HIJ). 
   

DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Unlock the snap joint of protection plate if it is locked(A). 
    
    Press the snap joint for protection plate and then take 
    out the plate(A).

2. Change another protection plate and insert the snap 
     joint and then lock it(B).

    

5. Take out the filter assembly from the shell, and change 
     the filter assembly (G).

C

3. Take off the snap joint and pull out on the outer protection 
    lens (C).  Remove protective film from lens.

    Place inside protection lens (C) back into the front of the 
    helmet by inserting one side of the lens into either side 
    slot and then bend the lens just enough that it will slip into 
    the other side slot. 
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4. Use a tool such as a long nose plier to pull out the 3 round 
    knob covers on the adjustment panel.Use a screwdriver to 
    pick out the 2 small switch covers from one side (D).

   Take out the cover of the adjustment panel from the shell (E).

   Loosen all the five screws on the filter (F).
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Unlock

Press

7. Pull down on the battery cover to remove(K). 

    Change the battery(L). 

    Reinstall the battery cover(K). 
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